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1 Introduction

1.1 Effective corn m unications are the key to success. A reliable corn m unications network is essential
for safe operation at incidents and fundamental for securingthe level of command required to
manage operational resources efficiently. This policy/procedure aims to standardise, simplify and
improve the setting up of a communications network at an incident.

2 Recommended fireground channel availability and use

Channel 1

2.1 Incident command communications.

Channel 2

2.2 The command channel at incidents, which should only be initiated when channel 1 is likely to be
over used. This channel is only to be used on the instructions of the incident commander, and
requires the attendance of a Corn mand Unit (CU)

Channel 3

2.3 May be used for firefighter communications within crews duringspecific incident ground tasks.
This channel is only to be used on the direction of the Incident/ Sector/ Operations
Corn m and er.

Channel 5

2.4 To be used for corn m unications (including BA) at all sub-surface London Underground (LUL)
railway premises, where leakyfeeder and base station equipment is installed, or other premises
where channel 5 leaky feeder is installed or deployed.

Channel 6

2.5 All BA communications except as above (channel 5), and may also be considered for use as an
additional channel for crews when BA is not in use.

3 Channel one

3.1 Channel 1 will be used for all initial incident command communications. It will remain the primary
command channel until the infrastructure for further channels has been established and the
incident commander requires the use of another radio channel for command communications.

4 Channel two

4.1 When a CU is in attendance and functional or where a repeater has been deployed, Brigade
Control will be informed by main scheme radio. The CU communications operator will advise the
incident commander that channel 2 is available to be introduced as the command channel.

4.2 The incident commander should only consider using channel 2 when.

• The level of radio traffic on channel 1 is such that fire-ground communications require a
separate command channel. The communications operator will advise the incident
commander of this. Initiation of channel 2 is likely to require additional resources to provide
sector commander radio operators (seeappendix 1-diagram 4). When changing from channel
1 to channel 2 there will be a period during which communications efficiency will be reduced.
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• It is anticipated that the incident may escalate to a point where a separate corn mand channel
may be required.

Note: There will be no changes made to the communications structure at incidents unless the
incident commander agrees.

4.3 Before introducing channel 2, the CU communications operator will:

• Notify each designated person individuallyto change from channel 1 to channel 2 and where
necessary provid e an appropriate radio (see appendix 1-diagram 4). They will then seek
individual confirmation of this change, by means of a radio signal check on channel 2. When
individual channel changes are confirmed this information should also be entered against each
officer on the command planning system.

• When channel 2 is to be used; sector commander radio operators will be nominated (normally
firefighter role), and provided with a radio where necessary. This will enable sector
commanders to remain on channel 2, with the sector commander radio operator monitoring
channel 1 or channel 3 (see appendix 1-diagram 4).

• When channel 2 is in operation, the 'talk through' facility for this channel will be switched on.
However, to maintain channel efficiency, strict radio discipline must be observed. Officers
wishingto communicate directly with each other must request permission to use the 'talk
through facility viathe CU communications operator. Direct communication between officers
should only be carried outwhen an operationally urgent message needs to be transmitted; all
other messages should be passed to, or from, the CU.

4.4 All officers usingthe fire-ground command channel will have a designated command function, ie,
Sector Commander "One", Sector Corn mander "Two" etc. This command function title should be
used as the designated call sign for that officer.

5 Channel three

5.1 Channel 3 may be used for communication between Firefighters when carrying out specific tasks
in groups (see appendix 1 diagram 5). Consideration should be given to using channel 3 at
incidents where additional radio communications between crews could be operationally
advantageous or rad io traffic becomes heavy on other channels. Firefighters may only utilise
channel 3 when directed to do so by the Incident/ Sector / Operations Commander.

5.2 Before detailing crews to utilise channel 3, the Incident / Sector / Operations Commander:

5.3 Make sure that a designated mem ber of the crew remains on channel 1 on order that important
incident ground information can be passed to the other crew members.

5.4 Alternatively d esignate a com munications officer who will relay all important information to those
personnel on channel 3.

5.5 Ensure that crews are aware that they must return to channel 1 following completion of the task.

6 Channel five

6.1 Channel 5 should be used when attend ing incidents at sub-surface LUL premises and at other
premises where leakyfeeder and base station equipment are installed or deployed (see append ix
3)

6.2 The fixed channel 5 base station at sub-surface LUL premises is not intended to cover any other
surrounding premises. Itshould not be relied upon for communications outside the boundary of
the sub-surface station, or beyond the immediate vicinity of the rendezvous point (RVP). Where
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a leaky feeder extends from the station into runningtunnels, coverage is provided as far as the
tunnel mid-point.

63 Additional coverage is then provided by the next station (Policy Number 316— Railway
procedures refers). Intermediate intervention/escape shafts will also have channel 5 coverage,
which will extend to fresh air at the surface. The extent of coverage of other fixed channel 5
installations is as detailed in individual Contingency plans (A010 notes).

6.4 The deployment of the channel 5 leaky feeder equipment (carried on CUs) should be considered
at any sub-surface premises where fixed equipment is either not working or not present. The
channel 5 leaky feeder must always be operated with tal k through turned on.

6.5 Channel 2 and channel 5 repeaters must not be run simultaneously on the same vehicle, as the
close proximity of the two base stations could cause interference. Channel 2 may be operated at
the same time as channel 5 providingthe channel 2 base station is a minimum of 10m from the
nearest section of channel 5 leaky feeder (i.e. minimum of 10m from an LUL RVP).

7 Channel six

7.1 Channel 6 will be used for all BA communications except when channel 5 is in use.

8 Additional incident radio communications

8.1 Hand-held radio channel 4 is not to be used unless directed by the duty radio officer.

8.2 Channel 7 and 8 are legacy inter-operability channels — Channel 8 Police Inter Agency for
corn m unications in specific buildings where leaky feeder or appropriate base station equipment is
installed.

Note: Authorisation by Police or Ofcom.

8.3 Channel 10 is available as a dedicated radio channel for the command support officers. The
mapping officer will use channel 10to communicate with the command planning system
booking-in officer on the CU. The channel may also be used by command support staff to
communicate between CUs or for general command support duties.

8.4 Channel ills used for monitoring hand held radio traffic from BAA fire crews at Heathrow
Airport.

Note: No transmissions are to be made on this channel by LF B personnel unless they are safety

critical.

8.5 Mobile to mobile talkgroupsFLON -MTM1 and MTMO2 should be used for 'talk through'
purposes. Before changing to either of these talk groups, a message should be passed to brigade
control requestingthese facilities.

9 Considerations when using radio communications

9.1 Apart from the main scheme radio channel, the CU should monitor all hand held channels in
operation at the incident.

9.2 To make certain that radio transmissions between individuals at incidents are correctly received,
personnel must not switch between channels except in an emergency, or when ordered to do so
by the Incident Corn mander or the communications operator with the exception of channel 3 as
detailed in section 5.
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9.3 All hand-held radios and portable cellular telephones must be switched off whilst on the CU, as
this equipment can cause interference and unnecessary background noise within the Cu.

9.4 The terms 'base station' and 'repeater' both describe equipment used to perform the same
function, that is, to enable the operation of a duplex channel (channels 2, 5 8, 8). It is essential
that two base stations are not operated on the same channel within range of each other, as
interference will occur. This includes fixed installations such as at sub-surface LUL stations.
Duplex channels will not operate without a functioning base station.

9.5 Consideration must be given to the use of correct call signs for crews when using hand held radio
communications. Numbering off call signs must be based on the following:

9.6 For crew / watch manager - station and appliance followed by 1, for example "Barking pump
ladder one".

9.7 For appliance driver —station and appliance followed by 2.

9.8 For BA crews - station and appliance followed by 3 or 4.

9.9 For individual firefighters — FF's Surname followed by station, for example "Firefighter Smith
Stratford".

10 Command staff responsibilities

10.1 At the change of watch the Team leader will nominate a comm unications operator who will be
responsible for testi ngthe communications equipment. They will also be responsible for
operatingthe fire-ground command channel at incidents.

10.2 On arrival at an incident, (in liaison with the incident commander) the CU should be located in a
position that affords effective communications for both the incident and main scheme channels.

10.3 Subject to other operational considerations, the CU should ideally be:

• In a position where the radio signal is strongest.
• Sited as near to the incident, as practicable.
• Where possible positioned clear of large steel structures and steel framed buildings.
• More than 10 metres away from other emergencycomm and vehicles.

10.4 If necessary on arrival at an incident, the CU staff will ask the incident com mander to provide
personnel who will assist in deployingadditional communications equipment.

10 5 At a large scale incident, where radio traffic can be heavy command unit staff should consider
askingthe IC for an additional person to operate one of the incident ground radio channels.

11 Radio interference with medical devices

11.1 Rad io trans m issions from hand-held radios and cellular telephones can cause serious disruption
to electronic medical equipment. The greatest risk is from hand-held radios. All personnel
should be aware of the possible risk. No fire-ground radio can be considered totally safe to
trans m it within radio sensitive areas of hospitals or similar establishments. Fire brigade personnel
may not immediately notice the electronic medical equipment, which could be affected.

11 2 The incident commander must make sure that the use of fireground radios at hospitals or similar
establishments is considered only in:

• Exceptional circumstances.
• Where the circumstances are unavoidable.
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Note: Hand—held radios should not usually be used within a medical establishment for routine
communications.

11.3 If a hand-held radio has been used, it is imperative thatthe incident commander confirms that
crews have informed hospital/medical staff so that the necessary checks on susceptible medical
equipment can be made.

11.4 Warning signs are normally displayed in sens itive areas restrictingthe use of cellular phones.
These restrictions should also be taken as applicable to hand-held radios.

11.5 Station managers should liaise with their local hospitals and establish the wishes of the hospital
administrator about both emergency and pre-planned attendances by fire crews.

11.6 The effect on electronic medical equipment, caused by the transm issions from VH F vehicle
radios, is untested. As a precaution, appliances and officers' cars should be sighted on
designated access roads and parking areas to minimise any riskto patients.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 1

Diagram 1. INITIAL INCIDENT COMMUNICATIONS
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Appendix 1

Diagram 2. ESCALATING INCIDENT COMMUNICATIONS
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Appendix 1

Diagram 3. COMMUNICATIONS AT LARGER INCIDENTS USING CHANNEL 1
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Appendix 1

Diagram 4. COMMUNICATIONS AT LARGER INCIDENTS USING CHANNELS 1 & 2
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Appendix 1

Diagram 5. CREW COMMUNICATIONS
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Appendix 2

Appendix 2

Premises fitted with a base station operating on fire ground
channel 5

• All sub-surface (LUL) stations and running tunnels.
• Running tunnels on the East London Line.

• Crossrail stations and runningtunnels
• Channel tunnel rail link

• All stations on the Heathrow Express, and all running tunnels.
• Sub surface DLR stations and running tunnels

Note: This is configured as an extension of the LUL Terminal 1,2,3,4 and Terminal 5 stations.

• The Glades Shopping Centre, Bromley.
• New British library, Euston.

• Ministry of Defence Building, Whitehall, Westminster.
• H.M. Treasury Building Parliament Street, Westminster.

• Heathrow Airport Central Terminal Area and Terminal Buildings.
• Heathrow T5.

• The Shard building (London Quarter development).
• HSBC building London Docklands.

• Arsenal Football Stadium.
• Wembley Stadium

• Westfield s hopping centre (shepherds Bush).
• Westfield Shopping Centre (Stratford).
• Limehouse link road tunnels A13.
• Blackwall road tunnels A102/ Al2.

• Rotherhythe road tunnel.
• Eastway road tunnel Al 2

• Edmonton Angel road tunnel A406.
• Holmesdale Tunnel M25.

Note: This list is not exhaustive, and personnel may become aware of other premises that are

fitted with Channel 5 communications systems. Please note the Shard also has channel 8 with the
leaky feeder system.
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Appendix 3

Appendix 3

Brigade CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 2

USE USE

LONDON General incident &command Additional command channel

SURREY General incident & BA UHF/VHF relay & incident command

BERKS General incident/BA
Incident Command / BA Via CU or leaky
feeder

BUCKS General ops Only with Incident Command Unit repeater

HERTS General incident Control unit

ESSEX Set to set general use Control Unit repeater
KENT General incident/ BA UHF/VHF relay & incident command & BA

Brigade CHANNEL 3 CHANNEL 4

USE USE

LONDON FF task channel Not used

SURREY BA General incident& BA

BERKS BA / General incident General incident/ BA

BUCKS BA only - entry point 1 Not used

HERTS BA Additional general incident

ESSEX Set to set BA Admin FPor 2nd BA

KENT BA / General incident General incident/ BA

Brigade CHANNEL 5 CHANNEL 6

USE USE

LONDON Leaky feeder/base station BA

SURREY BA & incident command BA &air to ground

BERKS BA via Control Unit / incident corn mand BA / general incident / air to ground

BUCKS
Only with Incident Command Unit
repeater BA - 2nd entry point

HERTS Tunnels ( local ) Sector command

ESSEX Fixed repeaters M25,CTRL etc BA Main Control and Stage 2 officers

KENT BA & incident command

Main BA Channel / General inc/ air to

ground

Brigade CHANNEL 7 CHANNEL 8

USE USE

LONDON Legacy inter-operability channel.

Legacy inter-operatbility channel and

communications in specific buildings with
leaky feeder.
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Appendix 4

Appendix 4 - Key point summary - Incident communications

Information on task or event

• MDT
• Local knowledge

• Persons involved

• Sub Surface incident

• Geographical radio distances

• Size of incident

• Building construction / use

• CH 5 Installation available ?
• Airport incident

• Other Brigades

communications

Information about Resources

• PDA

• MDT
• Command Unit equipment
• Command Unit personnel
• BARIE sets

• Hand Held radio
• Standardised Cal lsigns

• Repeater! Leaky feeder

• CH 5 Installation

• On site building engineers

• On call radio engineers

Information about Risk and Benefit

• Life risk

• BA personnel risk
• BA crew must have radio

• Firespread

• MDT

• Building design
• Explosive atmospheres

• Intrinsically safe radio

• Large incident
• Sub surface incident
• Leaky feeder installation

• Medical instruments.

Gathering and thinking

Objectives
• Save life

• Perform rescues

• Safety of personnel

• Safe systems of work

• Set up co mmun ications structure

• Use of Communications officer

• Locate Incident

• Information Gatheringfor IC
• Progress of incident

Communicating

• Main scheme radio
• Hand held radio
• BARIE Sets

• Channel 1

• Channel 2
• Channel 5

• Channel 6
• Command Unit /s

• CH5 Repeaters/ Leaky feeders

• Callsigns

Controlling
• BA Crew must have radio communication
• Entry Control Points

• Communicationsofficer
• Command Unit equipment / staff

• Command Support System

• Communications Structu re
• CH 5 installations
• Correct use of channels/ callsigns

• Standardised message structure

Plan

• IC to carryout DRAto assess explosive atmosphere

• BA crews must always have radio communication
• BARIE ( intrinsicallysafe ) must be used in potentiallyexplosive

atmospheres

• Handheld radios only used where there are flames present -

suggesti ngless risk of explosive atmosphere

• Fi reground Channel use
o Channel 1 — Incident command channel

o Channel 2- IC requests, Incident command

channel Larger incidents.
o Channel 3 - IC, specific task for crew

o Channel 4 - Not to be used

o Channel 5 - Sub surface& Leaky feeder

o Channel 6 - BA Comms unless CH5 used
o Channel 7/8— Legacy inter-operability channels/specific

buildings

o Channel 10— Dedicated CU staff

o Channel 11 — Monitoring Airport Fire Service( LFB use,
safety critical event only)

• Considerationswhen using communications

o CU to monitor hand held and airwave channels

o H/held radios& phones turned off on CU

o Base station & Repeater are same function (CH 2,5.8)—
cause interference when too close( less than 10 metres).

o Radios can interferewith medical devices
(Seek advice from building management)

• Fireground call signs
o WM— Station,Appliance followed by 1

o Driver— Station Appliance followed by 2

o BA — Station,Appliance followed by 3/4
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